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Abstract
This art based project is a personal exploratory journey through the potential of
constraint, to find aesthetic freedom and positive connection with places of past
colonisation – in particular Lake Mungo in New South Wales, and places of my pastoral
background in New Zealand. The colonised landscapes, associated with disconnection
from nature and Indigenous cultures, are represented by the fence and the art frame.
These structures enable a dialogue on the notions of constraint and freedom, in both
theoretical discussion, and in art making as components for site specific installation art
that incorporates photography, wherein the complexities of constraint are engaged.
A narrative of travel inside and outside of the Western art frame, from colonial times to
the present day, defines aesthetic philosophies and art styles in relation to either
constraint or freedom. Boundaries in art are seen to dissolve, as contemporary
conciliatory aesthetic philosophies and multi-disciplinary art styles arise. Artists have
freedom to engage with beauty and the aesthetic experience in a multitude of ways in
response to such issues as the consequences of colonialism. New found artistic freedom
enables the project's innovative use of the art frame, once a thing of separation, to
become a thing of connection, as nature, culture and art are brought together and, as a
result, experienced as pleasure framed.
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Preamble
A reminder of my colonial background
The journey begins. I must travel this one alone. This is a journey which requires
concentration, for it is one of uncertain terrain and unpredictability. The bitumen is left
behind, and the road surface deteriorates into red mallee dust; a potential quagmire in 'the
wet'. The lone traveller has a feeling of isolation in a remote country. Not knowing what
may be around the next bend my senses are heightened - tuned in to any hazard along the
way. As the wheels respond to the varying road surfaces, I begin to relax into the rhythm
of the vehicle and the intermittent clatter of cattle grids which mark boundary fence lines.
And then I am there – and I know this is the right place. The vast, dry lake bed of Mungo
is there before me. I am in an open, empty place that resonates with the inner space – that
creative place at last! I construct small art installations on the clay pan, minuscule on the
wide surface. The art work is suddenly alive, as vibrant humming colours in the early
morning sun. This is what I have been looking for. Beauty is present, and connection is
made.
But it is not quite that simple. An old fence post at my shoulder reminds me of my
colonial background with its impact on the land and Indigenous people. I see this post as
symbolic of constraint and disconnection, the antithesis of beauty which I associate with
freedom and connection. Unresolved feelings of conflict surface and confront my pursuit
of beauty here ...

x

Chapter One
With an old fence post at my shoulder
The pivotal moment experienced on the lake bed of Mungo becomes the impulse for
this art based research. From a personal viewpoint, the aim is to find ways to resolve
tensions associated with my Western displacement history. The project approaches
this issue through the exploration of the potential of constraint, to find aesthetic
freedom and positive connection with Lake Mungo in Australia, the Kaimai Ranges
and Mokau Beach in New Zealand, and other places of past colonisation. The notion
of constraint, for the purpose of this investigation, is associated with my Western
colonial background and its link to Western art. Further, constraint in terms of
the art making process, is identified as a key concept for artistic judgement, creative
freedom and the success of the art outcome. Physical and cultural environmental
restrictions play a part, challenging my site-specific art responses through the use of
art installations and photographic techniques. To facilitate a discourse on constraint,
the structures of the fence and the art frame are utilised. These are seen to support
Western values associated with the land and the subsequent implications for
Indigenous cultures. The devices provide for theoretical discussion and practical art
making, at the same time maintaining a Western conceptual linkage.
The journey begins on entering the contextual frame of Lake Mungo. This place has a
history going back over 50,000 years of Aboriginal connection to country. It is a
culture that was displaced by the erecting of fences, and marks the colonial settlement
story. Parallels are made with my New Zealand pastoral heritage, conveyed through
grandfather's diary entries on the maintenance of fence lines, as he endeavoured to
develop a farm and a future.
The exegesis conveys a historical journeying inside and outside the art frame of
Western aesthetic perspectives. 'Inside the frame' of Australian traditional landscape
painting (1800s – early 1900s), an idealised colonial life style is presented and
analysed. Whereas, 'outside the frame' of the late 1960s and on into contemporary
times, art is seen to have evolved in many directions, including into various
environmental art experiences. Minimalist, permanent site specific sculptures
1

emerged, in parallel to ephemeral installations which relied on photographic
documentation to endure. An emphasis on conceptualisation and dematerialisation of
the art object prevailed. The relevance of 'the frame', or lack of it, is indicative of the
change of attitude in art and society with regard to the natural environment and
Indigenous cultures.
The above art periods and styles are identified in the opposing aesthetic art
perspectives of intrinsic / essentialist, and the subjective / contextualist positions.
These defined stances, as elaborated by Australian artist and art lecturer, John Tarlton,1
in his thesis on the nature of positive aesthetic experience in art education, provides a
useful guide. The exegesis applies these opposing principles in art to the notions of
constraint and freedom, as referenced in the philosophical aesthetic viewpoints of
Immanuel Kant 2 and John Dewey. 3 Kant's art object is seen within its essential,
formal composition, to be enjoyed for 'its own sake', without everyday distractions.
Whereas, Dewey promotes 'art as experience', wherein art is released from its
objecthood and influenced and enhanced by the environment, culture, and society.
This dichotomy blurs as contemporary aesthetic theorists advocate a more conciliatory
approach. For myself, attention is drawn to Pragmatic Aesthetics as influenced by
John Dewey and advanced by art theorist Richard Shusterman.4 The pragmatist
approach encourages artistic freedom in choosing aspects of the differing aesthetics to
suit personal inquiry. Critical Aesthetic Realism, as developed by philosopher Jennifer
McMahon,5 brings forward intrinsic factors, associated with the seeking of beauty and
the aesthetic experience, identified with the individual’s need to be integrated in the
world. Both stances promote beauty and the aesthetic experience as a holistic means to
daily living, beneficial to personal, cultural and environmental well being.
Artists, to redress their various Western displacement histories, employ beauty through
1
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4
5

Tarlton, John, “Neglecting Knowing Some Characteristics of Positive Aesthetic Experience in
Painting.” PhD thesis, Griffith University, 2007. Australian Digital Theses.
http://www4.gu.edu.au:8080/adt-root/public/adt-QGU20080414.142352/index.html
(accessed May 8, 2010).
Kant, Immanuel, The Critique of Judgement (1790), trans. James Creed Meredith (1911), Oxford:
Clarendon, 1952.
Dewey, John, Art as Experience, New York: Capricorn Books, 1958.
Shusternan, Richard, Pragmatist Aesthetics: Living Beauty, Rethinking Art, Cambridge: Blackwell
Publishers, 1992.
McMahon, Jennifer, Aesthetics and Material Beauty: Aesthetics Naturalized, New York: Routledge,
2007.
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new and innovative art forms. Some artists accentuate different issues of colonialism
to maintain what I consider to be 'a tension of unresolve', as their artistic intent.
However, artists, such as myself, look to free ourselves of such obstacles to find
resolution through a creative process.
With such simple objects as small, coloured, geometric wooden blocks and frames, for
the constructions of installations, and a digital camera in hand, I am down the road on
field trips to Lake Mungo, and places in New Zealand. The practical use of the
camera’s viewfinder as a compositional device, frames a selection of art objects,
together with natural landscape features which are identified with cultural histories.
Utilisation of this framing technique enables me to creatively bring together art, nature
and culture. Their successful integration is gauged by my feelings of pleasurable
release, which is characterised as a positive aesthetic connection with a specific
outside location. This aesthetic event is captured as a photographic art image, later to
be shared with the viewing public back ‘inside the traditional art frame’ in the
exhibition ‘Pleasure Framed’, at the Post Office Gallery, Ballarat. The exhibition
promotes creative expression as a holistic means towards cultural reconciliation.
Thus my journeying inside, outside, and finally back inside the frame continues,
with the old fence post still at my shoulder …

3

Chapter Two
Inside and outside the frame of
aesthetic perspectives in art
This is a journey inside and outside the frame of Western aesthetic perspectives in art,
where a dialogue between constraint and freedom is played out. The starting point is
Lake Mungo.

Contextual Frame: Lake Mungo
Lake Mungo is located in the south west corner of New South Wales. Travelling 1l0
kilometres north east of Mildura, mostly on an unsealed road, brings the traveller into
the Willandra Lakes System, (fig.1). This is an arid zone of flat basins that were past
lakes, dry for the last 15,000 years.6 Geomorphologist, Jim Bowler states, “ no other
area of inland Australia combines a record of past environmental and human history
spanning the last glacial period as explicitly as does the Willandra Lakes region.” 7
Artefacts found suggest that Aborigines settled here around 50,000 years ago, when it
was a bountiful wetlands.8 Aboriginal people from that time have had an affinity with
this ancient place of Dreamtime knowledge, which they pass down from generation to
generation.
But, what of the 'tumbled-down' fences superimposed upon this ancient land? They tell
another story - a story of not so long ago. The fence carries with it Western cultural
values related to the land. The pioneering spirit, with the opening up of land and its
accompanying enclosure, is embedded in these fences. Peter Read suggests “the
enclosing fence was followed by the clearing of the home paddock which, like the
marked boundaries, seemed as important a symbolic act of possession … ” 9 These
fences represent the arrival of white settlement in the region going back to the 1860s,
6
7
8

9

Millington, Steve, “A Place of Haunting Beauty,” quoted in Lawrence, Mungo Over Millennia: The
Willandra Landscape and Its People, Sorell: Maygog Publishing, 2006, 7.
Bowler, Jim, Lake Mungo – Window to Australia's Past, CD, quoted in Lawrence, Mungo Over
Millennia: The Willandra Landscape and Its People, 10.
Bowler, J. “New Ages for Human Occupation and Climatic Change at Lake Mungo, Australia,”
Nature 421, (Feb. 2003): 837, quoted in Gill, D, “Remnants, Relics and Pilgrimages: The Landscape
at Lake Mungo,” Masters thesis. La Trobe University, Australia, 2005, 38.
Read, Peter. Returning to Nothing: The Meaning of Lost Places, Cambridge: Press Syndicate of the
University of Cambridge, 1996, 4.
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and to the development of the large pastoral property of Gol Gol. For the Indigenous
people, erecting fences demonstrated settler ownership, and the denial of access to
their country and Dreamtime. They were forced on to missions on the outskirts of
country, and prohibition of the right to practice their culture and language amplified
their dislocation.
Inappropriate farming practices on this fragile ecology and the 1898 drought caused
massive erosion. Reduced productivity of the Gol Gol station led to its subdivision
into smaller sections, namely Mungo and Zanci, which became soldier settlement
blocks in 1922. These properties struggled to survive economically in the harsh, dry
climate.
The discovery of the skeletal remains of Mungo Lady in 1968 was a pivotal time of
change in the relations between pastoral landholders and the Aboriginal tribal groups
of the area. Finally 'the fences came down', with the Willandra Lakes area becoming
the Mungo National Park in 1979. Tribal groups since then have gradually returned to
their spiritual home, (fig. 2). Michael Westaway points out, “ the Aboriginal
custodians from the Paakantyi, Ngiyampaa and Mutthi Mutthi language groups play a
very important part in management of the Willandra.” 10 Aboriginal people now make
an important contribution in all areas of land management, especially in sacred site
protection, cultural heritage and education.

Inside the Frame: Traditional landscape painting
The fences now take on another form - the structure of the picture frame, which has
an important role in supporting the idealistic landscape composition. W.H. Bailey
stresses that the function of the frame “ is that of mediator between the viewer and the
painting both physically and aesthetically.” 11 The image displayed within the frame
has arisen through decisions made by the artist about placement of art elements in
relation to its perimeters. These decisions are informed by the artist's aesthetic
sensibilities which are influenced by his / her cultural values. Laurie Adams points to
the art historian Meyer Schapiro's notion of the frame as a social construct, with its
10
11

Westaway, Michael. “ Caring for the Willandra,” quoted in Lawrence, Mungo Over Millennia, 49.
Bailey, W.H. Defining Edges: A New Look at Picture Frames, New York: Harry N. Abrams, 2002,
16.
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iconographic role in Western culture. Schapiro stresses the relevance of a central focal
point structurally contrived by the enclosure of the picture plane. This facilitates a
hierarchal ordering of visual form in relation to this centrality, which the artist can
manipulate according to the signs to be communicated. This is reinforced by Adams
who states that, “... the artist can centre it, enlarge it, elevate it, or make it brighter, in
relation to other figures in the same field.” 12 The positioning of the figure in the
picture thus signals its cultural and social importance within the narrative.
Demonstration of this social construct is portrayed in the panoramic landscape
painting genre, at the peak period of colonisation in Australia, (1800s to early1900s).
The high vantage viewpoint is representative of a cultural distancing from nature;
control and ownership is the priority. Evoked is a position of power as “... the painting
panorama can be seen to unfold in concert with the expansion of empire and the
consolidation of colonial enterprise,” 13 as Max Delany indicates.
An impressive example of Eurocentric values encoded in landscape painting was seen
in the major exhibition Eugene von Guerard: Nature Revealed, at the National Gallery
of Victoria, 2011. In this exhibition of beautiful vistas of nature the critical eye has
difficulty ignoring the cultural symbolism conveyed, and the viewer possibly
experiences a feeling of resistance towards them. Large panoramic works such as
Tower Hill, 1855, (fig. 3), dominate the exhibition. It demonstrates a skilful pictorial
use of scale in order to capture a mythical landscape of beauty. To help in the portrayal
of this theme a group of Aborigines occupy their place in the picture in apparent peace
and ease. Shown also in the exhibition were works commissioned by landholders in
the Western District of Victoria, to hang on their walls as symbols of proprietorship
and status. The painting Yalla-y-Poora, 1864, (fig. 4), depicts ownership of a tamed
and productive land, with the homestead fence a feature. Traces of the homestead
fence, represented in this traditional colonial genre, is a reminder of the woman's place
within 'domestic' constraints. The frontier myth is kept alive, as Maggie McKellar
emphasises, where “ … women's sense of place, … was strictly within the confines of
the home, ... its margins delineated by the homestead fence.” 14 Colonial power, as
12
13
14

Adams, Laurie Schneider, Methodologies of Art: An Introduction, Boulder: Westview Press, 2010,
175.
Delany, Max, “ Fabrication and Frame: Narelle Jubelin,” quoted in Museum of Modern Art at
Heide, Colonial Post Colonial, Melbourne: 1996, exhibition catalogue, 44.
MacKellar, Maggie, Care of My Heart, My Country: Women's Sense of Place, Melbourne:
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these depictions show, did not extend to women or the Indigenous people.

Outside the Frame: Art in the environment
However, artists could be said to have jumped that 'boundary fence' and found
themselves in the thick of the artistic fray. Since the 1960s the high art of idealism, as
represented in the Modern art paradigm, was challenged as art was taken out of the
picture frame and gallery into the environment and everyday life. This was seen by
artists and critics at the time as a “radical deframement of art,” 15 John Welshman
suggests.
With the boundaries now down 'art as experience' emerged, and was expressed in
eclectic ways, such as Process Art, Performance Art and various Environmental Art
forms. A more multi-disciplinary art practice came about, weakening the specificity of
such traditional art mediums as painting, drawing and sculpture. In sculpture the
hierarchal pedestal came down as minimalist sculptors chose the horizontal plane for
their geometrical sculptural works, in order to be in closer contact with the ground.
Paint was applied to these structures further undermining 'truth to materials'. This was
a significant change from the uncoloured form, which historically dominated Western
sculpture. Frances Colpitt points out that before this time modern “theorists demanded
that art form be true to its essential nature, with the implication that colour belongs to
painting and is superfluous in sculpture.” 16 Sculpture, in relation to a particular
environment, became a collaborative 'event' in which the audience was encouraged to
take part. Rosalind Krauss referred to this new sculptural form as being between the
built and the not - built, and as such, “occupying different places, within [what she
coined] the expanded field.” 17 American sculptors explored the spatial concepts of
‘sculpture in place’ in a variety of ways, as seen in Carl Andre’s small monochrome
plates following the surface of the ground, and Michael Heizer’s large scaled
excavated earthworks in the desert.

15
16
17

Melbourne University Press, 2004, 13.
Welshman, John, “In and Around the Second Frame,” quoted in Duro, Rhetoric of the Frame:
Essays on the boundaries of the Artwork, New York: Cambridge University Press, 1997, 207.
Colpitt, Frances, Chromaform: Colour in Sculpture, UTSA Gallery, San Antonio: University of
Washington Press, 1998, exhibition catalogue, 7.
Krauss, Rosalind, “Sculpture in the Expanded Field,” October 8 (Spring, 1979),
http://www.jstor.org/stable/778224 (accessed 27 April, 2010).
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In Australia, the Mildura sculptural triennials from the late 1960s reflected these
significant changes in art practices. Participating artists, such as Ron Robertson-Swan
and John Davis, through their differing responses, demonstrated the evolution of
sculptural development. Robertson-Swan's style was of large permanent, coloured
minimalist works. His name became renowned for the sculpture Vault, (fig. 5), also
known as 'The Yellow Peril', which triggered a great public outrage with its unveiling
in Melbourne City Square in 1980. Melbournian's traditional sculptural taste was
challenged by these 'in your face' vivid yellow planes of abstract form dominating
their intimate city space.
John Davis, with his dramatic change in sculptural direction from the 1970s, showed a
movement away from the permanent art object. Like many other sculptors he was
looking for a more intimate relationship with nature. On his return to the Hattah Lakes
in north west Victoria in 1976, the area where Davis grew up, he stated “… an
excitement grew around the simple and direct objects I constructed from the bush
materials ...” 18 These works were often left to disintegrate as ephemeral works, with a
less obtrusive presence and minimal disturbance to the natural environment, as
demonstrated in Installation of sticks Hattah Lakes, Victoria, 1976, (fig. 6 ). Likewise,
Andy Goldsworthy, Richard Long and Nils - Udo, artists from the United Kingdom,
employed this new sculptural style, which reflects a more ecologically sensitive way
of finding connection with nature, which has an increased relevance today.
Since some sculpture became temporary art, photography has had a significant
association with it. Photography was employed as a recording device for ephemeral
works, and has enabled the conceptual reworking of sculptural form. The
photographer's use of “crop, focus, angle of view, degree of close–up, and lighting,
create stunning reinventions of it.” 19 As a result, experience of three dimensional art in
a site specific place is decontextualised, and as such is reinterpreted when viewed later
in the more contained form of a photograph 'inside the frame' on a gallery wall. A
photograph, being a 'still shot' of a past intimate moment, evokes a sense of that
moment in time being eternally present. This is suggestive of what Laurie Adams
refers to as Roland Barthe's notion of “the photograph recording with light the past
18
19

Hurlston, David, curator, John Davis: Presence, Melbourne: National Gallery of Victoria, 2010,
exhibition catalogue, 42.
Museum of Modern Art, New York, The Original Copy: Photography of Sculpture 1839 to Today,
exhibition catalogue, 2010, http://www.moma.org (accessed 3 January 2011).
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existence of what is presently imaged, and thus collapses the time in between.” 20

Theoretical Frame: Bridging of aesthetic perspectives
The complexity of the historical aesthetic debate is encountered both 'inside and
outside of the frame'. Identified are two distinct points of view; the intrinsic /
essentialist perspective to which the notion of constraint is linked, and its opposite, the
subjective / contextualist perspective to which the notion of freedom is linked.
The intrinsic / essentialist stance originates from 18th and 19th century British and
German philosophies. It encompasses both the ideals of romantic representational art
and abstract formalist art, which promote the necessity of the autonomous art object.
In this, the art is elevated from the everyday, and as such, its essential qualities can
only be fully enjoyed by the viewer not distracted by cultural and societal concerns.
German philosopher Immanuel Kant was a major influence of this aesthetic standpoint
as Elizabeth Prettejohn elaborates. “Kant explains the delight we feel in the
contemplation of the beautiful … is not impeded or curtailed by limits of our
knowledge, the needs of our physical bodies, or the demands of our consciences.” 21
Thereby aesthetic taste in art is not directed to any end or purpose, and thus promotes
the notion of 'arts for art’s sake'. The postmodern subjective / contextualist aesthetic
theory from the 1960s, challenged the essentialist's exclusive stance, proposing art as
an open, inclusive experience. It maintains that the background, culture, and politics
that the artist or viewer brings to the art, provides a more enriched aesthetic encounter.
Highlighted, is art with an active role incorporating aesthetics, and socio-political
concerns, rather than art as an object of passive contemplation.
The bridging of the essentialist and subjectivist positions presents a way of gaining a
broader understanding of the aesthetic experience. To this end Tarlton refers to the
conciliatory aesthetic perspective promoted by Richard Shusterman. “Today, many
views advocate an eclectic, reconciliatory attitude, the blurring of boundaries which
had previously demanded adherence to a particular perspective about the nature and

20
21

Adams, Laurie Schneider, “Semiotics I, Barthes: Structuralism to Post Structuralism,” in
Methodologies of Art: An Introduction, Boulder: Westview Press, 2010, 186.
Prettejohn, Elizabeth, Elizabeth, Beauty and Art: 1750 – 2000, New York: Oxford University Press,
2005, 45, referencing Kant, Immauel, The Critique of Judgement (1790), trans. James Creed
Meredith (1911), Oxford: Clarendon, 1952, 41 – 2.
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characteristics of aesthetic experience.” 22 One can choose aspects of differing
conciliatory aesthetic approaches which best suit artistic needs, because the quality of
the aesthetic experience is the main goal. Tarlton suggests, “the theoretical means by
which we arrive at it becomes secondary and subservient to the desired experience.” 23
The pragmatic approach recognises the concept that the art form is in a dynamic
relationship with its periphery, challenging the notion of the autonomous art object,
separate from life experiences. This perspective, as Shusterman argues, was influenced
by “Dewey's aesthetic naturalism, aimed at recovering the continuity of aesthetic
experience with normal processes of living, as part of his attempt to break the stifling
hold of the compartmental conception of fine art.” 24 Shusterman reiterates that “...
what is alleged to be outside, apart from or irrelevant to the self-sufficient work as a
whole, becomes essential to it.” 25 This indicates that the context in which the artwork
originates is an integral component to both the making and perceiving of the work. A
further conciliatory standpoint, Evolutionary Aesthetics, highlights intrinsic factors
associated with constraint and the aesthetic form. Australian contemporary
philosopher Jennifer McMahon's theory of Critical Aesthetic Realism, a particular
branch of evolutionary theory, brings together the idealism of Kant and the realism of
evolutionary biology. 26 McMahon maintains that the individual's search for beauty
through aesthetic form is an innate human striving for integration in the natural world.
She reinforces the idea in her statement, “creativity then is constrained by natural
principles which reflect something about the way the world is. And we find objects
that instantiate these principles as pleasurable.” 27 The 'hard-wired' role of beauty is
also acknowledged across other disciplines. This is seen with the interest shown by the
neuroscientists, Sam Harris, and V.S. Ramachandran, the ethnologist Ellen
Dissanayake, and the philosopher Denis Dutton. 28 These contemporary conciliatory
aesthetic viewpoints promote a more holistic notion of the pleasure of beauty in daily
living, and as such are integral to the individual's well being. A link is made here with
22
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creative activity as a means to personal integration, and in the process constraint and
freedom play a part.

Creative Frame: The art process
My investigations into the concept of constraint in terms of the art process shows
constraint to play a significant role in the artist’s critical judgement, creative freedom,
and in turn, the success of the art outcome. Composer, Igor Stravinsky reinforces the
importance of constraint by applying boundaries to his creative exploration. “My
freedom thus consists in my moving about within the narrow frame that I have
assigned myself, … as my freedom will be so much the greater and more meaningful,
the more narrowly I limit my field of action...” 29
The art process, initiated as the pursuit of an idea or feeling, is directed by the artist’s
critical judgement. It involves decisions about the choice of materials, method and
style which best capture the essence of the idea or feeling, and the artistic intention.
Factors of constraint, such as the artist’s cultural and personal background, influence
this decision - making. Imaginative expression finds scope through the interplay of
diverse visual elements, sound and movement, where memory and the unconscious
play a part. Here the artist discovers interesting connections between diverse elements.
Such discoveries become rich sources for aesthetic ideas, enabling more indepth
exploration and creative freedom. Aesthetic theorist, Paul Crowther describes this
transformative process, “…through the making of the aesthetic ideas…we find the
emergence of new, intrinsically valuable ways of experiencing things.” 30 Whereas,
Dewey advocates the importance of embracing conflict to realise artistic possibilities.
He states, “... [the artist] does not shun moments of resistance and tension. [S]he rather
cultivates them, not for their own sake but because of their potentialities, bringing to
living consciousness an experience that is unified and total.” 31 These potentials,
before they are creatively utilised, need to be analysed by the artist in terms of their
aptness to the task of supporting the art intention.

29
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In the creative process a significant factor controlling artistic judgement is a specific
emotional state, which the artist is receptive to and reliant upon for direction. I identify
it as a feeling of intensity connected to the aesthetic idea and my own intention. The
intensity is closely monitored for any change or easement as indicating crucial
moments in creative development of the idea, as R.G. Collingwood elaborates on in
terms of an aesthetic emotion. “Artistic control in the creative process thus presents
the artist with the challenge of marking both the presence and absence of aesthetic
emotion.” 32 Struggle and persistence are the norm, until finally the aesthetic idea,
artistic intention and the art form together slide into place. At this moment the artist
experiences the “Ahhh” moment, one of relief and personal achievement knowing the
aesthetic constraints were ‘just right’ for the expression of the idea. A re-examination
of Collingwood’s aesthetic emotion by contemporary aesthetic theorists, Douglas
Anderson and Carl Hausman, acknowledges its important role in artistic judgement.33
The aesthetic experience marks a particular event, in that, the individual feels a special
bond with an object, more intimate than in the usual subject / object relationship of
daily life. The experience is directed towards the object in terms of its beauty, realised
in its completeness and unity. Personal background, taste, culture and the artist’s
intention all have some bearing on whether the object meets the criteria of ‘beautiful’.
Although the individual’s experience of beauty is object focused, the feeling extends
beyond the object, with a sense of union with the world, free from personal or cultural
boundaries. McMahon expands on the communication of beauty as she states, “when
human artifacts are its source, we experience a community of minds with the artist and
by extension with human kind. 34
The aesthetic experiencing of beauty is usually connected with feelings of pleasure
and freedom, both these conditions are not always the case as some contemporary
aesthetic theorists and artists emphasise. Beauty in art is sometimes expressed in a way
to confront the viewer, as theorist Noel Carroll elaborates on. “Aesthetic experience at
32
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least sometimes engages us with the moral and political, inviting us to experience
expressive properties that plunge us into the practical flow of life rather than providing
respite from it.” 35 This confrontation may cause uneasiness and confusion, while at the
same time intrigue holds our attention on the beautiful artwork, with a sense that
‘something does not quite fit’, and so tension is experienced, rather than feelings of
release. Further, McMahon highlights that when beauty is expressed purposefully in
art, people are more open to engaging with ‘ugliness’ in the world. She states, “…
through aesthetic form… the ugly is manifested beautifully. As such it can be the
object of reflection rather than an object we would shun.” 36 To this end, Australian
artist Rosemary Laing is successful in the exploitation of beauty through her
photography to accentuate the impact of Western consumerism on the land, and by
implication Indigenous people. Thus, the quality of the aesthetic experience is
determined, firstly, by the artist’s use of beauty through a particular art style to best
convey the art intention and, secondly, by the viewer’s receptivity to this aesthetic
form and what it evokes. The indicator for the success of the artwork can be found in
or measured by the experience of the individual in finding meaningful connection with
the world and its challenges, be it through pleasurable release or uneasy tension.
Therefore, I argue that both of these art experiences are characterised as positive
aesthetic experiences, and are only possible through beauty of form.

Contemporary Art Frames: Postcolonial responses
Contemporary artists are often termed postcolonial, whether they see themselves that
way or not. Charles Green states “Australian artists are, for better or worse,
postcolonial artists whether they belong to indigenous people or are immigrants or
their descendants.” 37 Postcolonialism as a notion stimulates much debate because it
promotes two markedly differing stances, Green further elaborates. “The term can
signify either the consequences and aftermath of colonialism, or can simply refer to
the period in which colonisation has been left behind upon the attainment of political
independence.” 38 The stance that the period of colonisation in Australia is in the past
has obvious appeal. However, there are those people, both Indigenous and non35
36
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Indigenous, who feel that Eurocentric values still persist and need to be challenged and
redressed.
Artist Narelle Jubelin employs the frame in her critical comment about imperial power
and status, as encoded in the traditional panoramic painting. In her work North
Terrace and Environs: A Distanced View, 1987, (fig. 7), she challenges this
represented authority by 'over framing' the picture with a heavy antique frame, so that
the periphery becomes the significant feature rather than the image within. As Max
Delany explains, “by framing the panoramic views so insistently, Jubelin interrupts,
rendering redundant, the panoramic and eurocentric tendency towards totality of
vision.” 39 She also confronts the masculine role associated with colonialism through
meticulously embroidered work, a craft usually associated with feminine past-time
pursuits. The skilful interplay of centre and periphery in the art form represents
European authority over 'others'.
Photographer Rosemary Laing makes use of the camera frame as she captures the
'chocolate box-perfect' outback panorama, as seen in the photograph brumby mould
#6, 2003, (fig. 8), viewed in the Stormy Weather exhibition, Melbourne, 2010. The
photographic work is the result of an installation staged on Wirrimanu Aboriginal
land, near Balgo in Western Australia.40 The viewer is drawn into this beautiful
picture but is then confronted by the assortment of domestic furniture scattered in the
foreground, which obviously doesn't fit within this 'panoramic splendour'. The
aesthetic sensibilities of the viewer may be somewhat confused by feelings of unease,
rather than enjoyment of the artwork. Such a strategy is used successfully by “Laing as
she raises important questions about the manner in which we negotiate our past
transgressions in the present and into the future, while highlighting the necessity and
responsibility of change,” 41 Lynne Seear emphasises.
Uneasiness between cultures is often linked to the land. This was explored in the
39
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exhibition Unnerved: The New Zealand Project, a collection of contemporary New
Zealand art works at the National Gallery Victoria, 2010. Reference is made to the
beautiful New Zealand landscape in terms of underlying cultural tensions between
Maori and pakeha. In the catalogue introduction Maud Page states, “much of the art
created in the country from the late 1980s was read as espousing bicultural elements;
and … brought to the fore some unsavoury colonial legacies … ” 42 Artist Richard
Killeen succeeds in bicultural tension in his work Man in a canoe with land, 2001,
(fig. 9). This wall installation is a formal arrangement of cut-outs, made up of
mountain peaks and figures paddling canoes, which begs the question, “Is it signifying
the arrival of the first people to New Zealand or suggestive of a country now seen as a
tourist adventure playground?”
Photographer Harry Nankin demonstrates his desire for a closer relationship with
nature in his decision to give up the camera apparatus, as he felt it was a barrier
between himself and the environment. Nankin explains:
I started by eliminating the lenses, then the film and finally the camera itself. I then started
making straight images of nature on large sized photographic paper using only light in order to
shorten the optic and emotional distance between the emulsion, the artist and the ecosystem. 43

Through this technique, a process he calls 'happenings', magical shadow-gram images
emerge with nature as the creator. Such an event took place in Victoria, on the dried
bed of Lake Tyrrell, once an Indigenous observatory. A collaborative team of experts
in Indigenous history and astrophysical knowledge, together with many helpers, made
the project possible. In this event sophisticated 'light catchers' were used in the shape
of large astronomical glass plates arranged on the vast salt pan. Through an elaborate
process photographic imagery was captured, as seen in the Andromeda Pinwheel
Triptych, for the Syzygy series, 2010, (fig. 10). The work is in homage to ancient
galaxies and the Indigenous Dreamtime. Signified also, through creative play, is
Western culture's rediscovery of the link between the heavens and the earth. 44
Artist John Wolseley was inspired by the verse of the poet John Shaw Neilson; a fence
maker in the Mallee region of Victoria in the early 1900s. He had the settlers desire to
42
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'put a stake down' somewhere; there is a sense of empowerment in this. But the
opposite consequence is there too, as the fence impinges on nature and Indigenous
culture. Wolseley's work on paper, The poet's fence 1, 2004 – 05, (fig. 11), reinterprets
the fence as a sympathetic line of contact with nature and cultures. In the picture the
haphazard Mallee bush is presented as water colour blotches and charcoal scratch
marks, with a trace of order introduced as a lyrical line drawing of a fence. Wolseley
explains that Neilson's poetry, “like this fence, often hints at a tension between the
wilder flows of nature and the confinement of cultural boundaries.” 45
A theatrical production, Posts in the Paddock, was a significant work of reconciliation,
through the collaboration of the theatre group My Darling Patricia, and Indigenous
performance group Moogahlin Performing Arts, at the Performance Space, Sydney
2011. The title refers to a collection of posts in the Hunter Valley, New South Wales,
which are the remnants of a house where the deaths of some European settlers
occurred, (fig. 12). It was the result of a strained relationship between the Aboriginal
farm labourer, Jimmy Governor, and the O'Brien landowner family. One hundred
years later, the direct descendants of these families were offered a reconciliatory
process through participation in the theatre production. Performance, oral history and
music enabled their involvement. A stage set of glowing pillars created by artist Fiona
Foley, is reminiscent of the posts and becomes a powerful statement, symbolic of
people “… grappling in intensely personal ways with one of the most complex and
difficult moments of our shared history in Australia,” as Rosie Fisher emphasises in an
interview with art writer Jessika Steiner. 46
Beauty in art is at the discretion and intention of the artist. Thus, beauty can be utilised
in art to accentuate issues of peoples disconnection from the environment and cultures,
where a sense of 'unresolve' is purposefully maintained, as portrayed by artists Jubelin,
Laing and Killeen. Conversely, beauty is employed to enable pleasurable release, as a
means for reconciliation of peoples, cultures and the environment. This is the intention
of artists Nankin and Wolseley, and the collaborative work by the My Darling Patricia
Theatre Group and Moogahlin Performing Arts.
45
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In summary, the process of journeying both 'inside and outside the frame' followed an
historical aesthetic narrative defined by constraint and freedom in art, which is closely
associated with Western values related to the environment and cultures. As a symbolic
place of colonial histories, Lake Mungo sets the scene for an exploration in Australia,
New Zealand, and beyond. 'Inside the frame' highlights the role of the art frame in
supporting Western cultural values, as conveyed through Australian traditional
landscape painting, in association with intrinsic / essentialist aesthetic theory and the
art object. Whereas, 'outside the frame' explores the idea of 'art as experience' as a way
to creative freedom. Movement away from the art frame and object is influenced by
postmodern subjective / contextualist aesthetic theory, and as a result the environment
has become a place of artistic expression, as seen in site specific sculptural works and
photography.
In contemporary times these opposing aesthetic positions are reconciled towards a
more holistic view of art and the aesthetic experience in daily life. In this, artists have
scope to employ beauty in art in response to issues of past colonialism, either through
confrontation or reconciliation. Options need to be counterbalanced with aesthetic
constraint, which is argued to have a key role in the art process, as regards artistic
judgement, creative freedom, and the success of the art. The individual’s discovery of
more meaningful life realisations, through positive aesthetic experiences, is the gauge
to the artwork’s success.
Engaging in the historical movement away from traditional art opens for me the
possibility of utilising multi- disciplinary art forms, such as ephemeral sculptural work
and photography. The more holistic stance of contemporary conciliatory aesthetic
philosophy best informs my methodology …
… as I stand on the claypan at Mungo with the old fence post at my shoulder
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Figure 1. Wendy Bolger, Lake Mungo.
Digital photograph, 2010.

Figure 2. Wendy Bolger, Traditional Aboriginal tribal groups, Lake Mungo.
Digital photograph, 2010.
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Figure 3. Eugene von Guerard, Tower Hill, 1855.
Oil on canvas 68.6 x 122 cm.
Collection: Department of Sustainability and Environment, Victoria.
Courtesy of the Warrnambool Art Gallery.

Figure 4. Eugene von Guerard, Yalla-y-Poora, 1864
Oil on canvas, 71.6 x 122.4 cm.
National Gallery Victoria,
Joseph Brown Collection.
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Figure 5. Ron Robertson-Swann, Vault, 1980.
Geoffrey Wallis, Peril in the Square, Briar Hill:
Indra Publishing, 2004, p. 42, plate 32.
Photograph of the City Square sculpture across the fountain
area August 1980, courtesy of the author.

Figure 6. John Davis, Installation using sticks on the ground at Hattah
Lakes, Victoria, 1976.
The Artist, photograph, May 1976.
Ken Scarlett, The Sculpture of John Davis: Places and Locations,
Melbourne: Hyland House, 1988. p. 100.
Courtesy of the Estate of John Davis and Arc One Gallery, Melbourne
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Figure 7. Narelle Jubelin, North Terrace and Environs: A Distanced View, 1987.
Found English oak frame, cotton petit point, 22.0 x 59.7cms.
Museum of Modern Art at Heide, Colonial Post Colonial, Melbourne:
exhibition catalogue, 1996, p. 45.
Courtesy of the artist.

Figure 8. Rosemary Laing, brumby mound #6, 2003
One dozen unnatural disasters in the Australian landscape series,
Type C photograph, 110 x 225 cm.
Courtesy of the Artist and Tolarno Galleries, Melbourne.
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Figure 9. Richard Killeen, Man in a canoe with land, 2001
Synthetic polymer paint on powder coated aluminium 52 pieces: 140 x 220cm.
Collection: Queensland Government's Gallery of Modern Art
Queensland Art Gallery, Unnerved: The New Zealand Project, Bribane:
exhibition catalogue 2010, p. 87 .
Courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 10. Harry Nankin, The Andromeda Pinwheel Triptych, 2010.
Three toned gelatin silver films mounted on starfire glass with
screen printed masks on painted hardwood support, 337 x 357 x 5mm.
Courtesy of the artist and Dianne Tanzer gallery.
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Figure 11. John Wolseley, The poet's fence I, 2004 / 5, (detail),
Water colour and carbonised wood on paper, 123.0 x 300.0cm.
Collection of the artist.
Grishin, Sasha, John Wolseley Land Marks II,
Melbourne: Craftsman House, 2006, p. 196, plate 69.
Courtesy of the artist and Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery, Sydney.
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Figure 12. Heidrum Lohr, Posts in the Paddock, photograph, 2011.
My Darling Patricia Theatre Group

http:/www.artshub.com.au/au/newsPrint.asp?sId=186404
(accessed 19/11/11).
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Chapter Three
Creative Frame: Embracing constraint to find
freedom and connection
The 'creative frame' is seen in terms of my art process and practice. Creative freedom
is sought while at the same time finding it necessary to embrace various constraints
along the way. In this is the hope, through the use of art installations and photography,
to find positive aesthetic connections with places of past colonisations, such as Lake
Mungo in Australia, and the Kaimai Ranges and Mokau in New Zealand. The success
of the artistic connection is measured by my feelings of pleasurable release. This is
associated with a sense of the integration of the art objects with the natural landscape
features and their cultural overlays. Photographic artworks, which capture these
aesthetic events, symbolise a means to personal reconciliation of my Western
displacement history. The photographs are later to be shared with the public in an
exhibition, titled ‘Pleasure Framed’.

Inside the Studio: Making of art objects
Before venturing down the road in artistic pursuit, the task is to choose an appropriate
art form to take along, which stimulates pleasing ways to make contact with the
diverse environments. Prior to this Masters research my art practice was a minimalist
art style presented as flat, monochrome plates. This style of art is reinvented as small,
vividly coloured, geometric blocks and frames, for temporary sculptural forms to
provide scope for my research investigation. The diminutive size of the wooden
constructions hints at the notion of childlike play as a means of enjoyable contact with
the vast landscape, and at the same time, enforcing the scale of opposites. To further
accentuate the notion of opposites, these ‘manmade’ geometrical objects are to be
placed in formal arrangements in the natural landscapes, to set up a dynamic interplay
with the randomness and subtleties of nature. Sunlight is important to enhance the
overall interconnection between the art and nature. The camera plays a significant role
as a compositional framing device and as a recorder of the 'aesthetic event'. A
photographic artwork is to become the final product. The lightweight pieces offer easy
portability, and cause little disturbance to the environment. This is in contrast to the
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detrimental impact of large scaled sculptural works, such as the American earthworks
of the 1970s.
Consideration is given to obtaining readymade children’s play blocks, which would
save a lot of time and effort. I decide to make the blocks as a way to initiate a bond
with the objects, which in the future will help establish a greater closeness with the
landscape through the personalised art forms. Dressed pine wood lengths were the
most suitable material for making blocks and frames because they are easily
manipulated and light for ease of transportation. As a smooth, hands - off appearance
is the aim for the finished art objects, an electric drop saw with a fine toothed blade
was purchased. Neat cuts were assured as I became attuned to the properties of the
timber and the rhythm of the saw. Involvement in the size and shape of the objects was
a source of intrigue, associated with the limited cutting angles of the saw as it
fashioned geometric blocks of approximately 4 cm. x 4 cm. x 2 cm., and the frames
which ranged from 10 cm. x 15 cm., to 14 cm. x 20 cm. Professional art acrylics were
best to ensure a vibrant palette of primary and secondary colours, and as a contrast
some subtle grey / brown tones were added. To remove 'tell tale' brush strokes
multiple layers of paint were applied to the wooden pieces. As well, protective
coverings of varnish were needed to prevent the art pieces from being damaged when
outside in rough terrain. Finally, a mass of art objects were completed to my aesthetic
satisfaction. These finely crafted pieces became a source of joy and excitement as they
were realised as scope for my artistic expression. As Dewey suggests, “ … raw
materials are reordered through interaction with the self to make experience
delightful.” 47

Lake Mungo Field Trips
May 2010: First field trip
Finally, I am off down the road accompanied by my camera and an assortment of
simple art objects, my tools in the search for new perceptions. The eight hour trip to
this remote location is an important transient period, as it gives time to let go of the
'domestic landscape', and symbolises a journeying into the creative space. As the
47
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wheels of the vehicle carry me further into more unpredictable and isolated territory, a
shift of mind and spirit is felt, (fig. 13). I relax into the rhythm of the vehicle as it
negotiates the variable road surfaces and transports me into the expansive landscape of
Mungo, and at the same time, into my inner deeper space. I camp out for two weeks
with provisions of food and fuel, (also a bit extra in case the weather closes in and I
am unable to leave because of road closures). The solitude and the sound of the wind
in the belah trees is soothing. However, the contemplative state is disturbed by the roar
of four wheel drive vehicles, as campers look to settle in for the night. They don't tend
to stay long – they come in for a quick look, satisfy their curiosity and leave.
Glimmering on the horizon line on the eastern shore of Lake Mungo is the lunette,
known as the ‘Walls of China’, beckoning to the tourists. Viewing platforms, (fig.14),
are provided, erected by the Mungo National Park to protect this fragile earth from
'booted feet', on the increase since Mungo became a tourist destination. Development
of these infrastructures, although they help to preserve the environment, promote a
controlled human response. The modern tourist is provided with an ideal position for
the 'panoramic shot' within the camera lens. It suits this detached viewer, disinterested
in bodily experiencing a sense of place. “We do not walk with the surface, we do not
align our lives with its inclines, folds and pockets. We glide over it,” 48 as Paul Carter
suggests. This tourist perspective which I once shared has now changed. Time is
taken, at a slow walk, to open up sensually to being in this place, with an artist's eye
alert to subtle nuances. With this attitude I enter the surreal terrain of wind sculpted
forms and huge sand dunes, majestic and haunting: colours of subtle greys, pinks and
blues, vibrant orange and red, and forever changing with the light of day, (fig. 15).
Walking about the salt-bushed lake bed of Mungo, I am fascinated by the numerous
old fences, that go in all directions - once with a purpose, to keep in or keep out. At
Zanci, the once neighbouring property to Mungo, the homestead fence line is
identified, with its gate opening, to go out or to return home. I have become familiar
with the rusted wire and weathered posts. They now seem so humble, with a fragile
beauty. Without function or power these old relics become incorporated in my art.
Outside the Mungo information centre, is 'The Meeting Place', an area recently created
48
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to commemorate the ancient Indigenous heritage, and as a location for the Aboriginal
groups of the region to convey their culture to visitors. Tanya, an Aboriginal field
officer, refers to the large sculpted stonework by Badger Bates, an artist and elder of
Paakanji people, (fig. 16). A line of brolgas with out-stretched wings carved into the
rock, are in celebration of the Aboriginal people’s return and reconnection with
country. My own need to find positive ways to relate to the land is reinforced.
Art making experiences and connection with Mungo
Immediately constraint is a challenge. Persistent wet weather means road closures and
limited accessibility to potential art installation sites. Aboriginal cultural restrictions
affect movement about. Sunlight, a major component in my art making, is intermittent,
and ‘seizing the moment’ becomes necessary. Fewer locations and short art sessions
are the norm. Consequently, these restraints are reflected in the art compositions and
photographic images that result.
Use of the Pentax single lens digital camera as an art making tool, means working
within particular photographic limitations. To begin with, I am constantly engaged
with the restricted space of the camera's viewfinder. In the process, a combination of
art objects and landscape features are selected as a composition, and framed. To
exaggerate the size of the minuscule art objects so that they have a greater 'presence' in
the vastness of Mungo, manipulation of the figure / ground relationship is necessary.
Foreground positioning of the objects, and a 'close up' camera shot achieves this aim.
For a more imposing sculptural stance, the composition is framed in order that the art
pieces appear to cross the horizon line. This is achieved with the camera positioned at
ground level, with me belly down on the ground supporting it. Low light conditions
are another limitation with which to contend. Such a problem arises from the
requirement to make a small aperture adjustment of the camera lens, ensuring a sharp
focused foreground and background. Difficulties are exacerbated by working mainly
in the low light conditions of the early morning. To add to the complexity, a slow
shutter speed is required, and with this comes the risk of camera shake.
For a prolonged period of my stay the roads are closed, with no access in or out of
Mungo. The lake bed is often shrouded in low clouds, which reinforces my sense of
enclosure and isolation. To break out of this feeling of confinement requires an
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opening up to the environmental conditions, as philosopher John Dewey reminds me.
He proclaims “ … [the artist] does not shun moments of resistance and tension. [She]
rather cultivates them, … because of their potentialities …” 49 Now released to engage
in more creative ways, more opportunities are recognised. On a misty morning, when
usually the absence of sunlight meant an absence of image making, a tonal set of
coloured blocks is balanced on the nearby fence railing. I discover with some delight
that the colours resonate with the subtle hues of the surrounding features of the
woolshed. Quiet poetic contact is made, as portrayed in the Blocks on fence railing,
Mungo 1, 2010, (fig. 17). Images which arise from seizing the 'sunlight moments' in
the late afternoon, are seen in the Blocks in Mungo woolshed at sunset 1, 2010,
(fig. 18). Shafts of sunlight entering through the windows of the woolshed and striking
the wooden floor, create a theatrical spotlight for the coloured block arrangements. On
another day, as the last sun rays of a stormy sky illuminate the road surface, art objects
become part of the drama. The event is presented in Blocks on road to lunette at
sunset, Mungo 1, 2010, (fig. 19).
One morning when finally the road is open, I take the opportunity to venture out to the
lunette, keen to put the blocks out on this terrain of coloured textures and wind
sculpted forms. A simple arrangement of blocks of brown, grey and green tones, with
a splash of orange, works best here. The art work’s ‘formality’ creates order in this
rather busy landscape, as seen in the Blocks on lunette, Mungo 2010, (fig. 20.1 and
20.2). With limited 'time frames' and more difficulties to overcome, spontaneity and
intuition come into play in the creative process. As incongruous elements of art and
nature are brought together successfully within the camera frame, I experience
moments of joy and exhilaration and a sense of 'being at one' with the various
environmental contexts. The few days of plentiful sunlight experienced on this trip
open up an opportunity for more experimentation with installation construction. The
artistic response is less spontaneous and so more calculated with complexity
introduced, as demonstrated in the Zanci block construction, 2010, (fig. 21.1), and the
Stock yards block construction, 2010, (fig. 21.2). Sessions tend to be prolonged, with
less aesthetic satisfaction.
In the creative process I identify two stages - the active and contemplative. The active
49
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stage is one of full awareness, with the imagination highly responsive to creative
possibilities. Continual problem solving and quick decision making are the norm.
Thus, various viewpoints of art and context are captured in restricted time and space
within the camera frame. The session finally ‘plays itself out’ when aesthetic pleasure
is realised, or the sunlight disappears. M. Green emphasises this active making
experience:
We 'do' aesthetics, when we consider the challenge of transmuting a given work … into an
aesthetic object, an object of our own aesthetic experiencing: something that offers a particular
kind of pleasure, that illuminates in a distinctive way, that can be cherished in a distinctive
way. 50

With the need for relaxation, the contemplative stage follows. This quiet, reflective
period is best spent in the tent, or the ‘refuge’ as more aptly describes its function.
This is a place of savouring the times of enchantment experienced in my art making.
Gaston Bachelard is familiar with this contemplative place:
He goes to the very bottom of the 'hut dream', which is well known to everyone who
cherishes the legendary images of primitive houses. The hut immediately becomes
centralized solitude, for in the land of legend, there exists no adjoining hut. And there radiates
about this centralized solitude a universe of meditation …51

September 2010: Second field trip
This field trip began by attending a weekend symposium at Mildura. The event
represented collaboration between Mildura Palimpsest and the Australian
Experimental Art Foundation, with the theme (to) give time to time – mildura site.
Mildura's pivotal role in Australia's development of sculptural form from the late
1960s to the present day was elaborated, in terms of place, material, process and
function. Today, Mildura is the centre for a biennial art festival, known as the Mildura
Palimpsest, which brings together an eclectic mix of contemporary art works in
response to the Murray – Darling Basin environmental and sustainability concerns. I
have participated in this event several times, in 2007 and 2009, exhibiting
photographic images of installation works from my past Mungo experiences. After a
weekend of stimulation, I travel to Lake Mungo. Arriving at the camping ground it
becomes apparent that my stay is going to be in the company of many other campers;
school holiday time and ideal weather bringing them out.
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Art making experiences and connection with Mungo
In comparison to the unsettled weather and the various challenges of the May visit,
there is now a sharp contrast: mild sunny days, less physical demand, and easy access
to a variety of locations. With the introduction of small coloured frames to my artistic
repertoire there is an overall increase in options. But, as learnt from the first field trip,
a more focused investigation was achieved through the limiting of options. The
decision is made to reduce the installation sites to the lunette and the old fence posts,
with the simplification of art constructions to a limited choice of coloured frames and
blocks. Creative sessions are disciplined to two or three hours - to know when to stop
is also something learnt from the first trip.
Up with the dawn glow and greeted with a clear, still morning, I venture off to the
lunette, eager to try out the coloured frames. On arrival, the sun has not yet peeped
over the lunette, making it possible to take the time to search for a flat site with an
interesting aspect. The soft surface of the terrain makes it easy to pin the frames down
in various configurations. On my belly once again, manipulating the figure / ground
perspective in the camera lens, I try to give the small coloured frames some dominance
in the wide vista. And then it happens – a magical connection of glowing illuminations
of coloured shapes, transformed by the early sun. In this art making session, two
distinct compositional perspectives are recognised, as demonstrated in the Lunette
framed Mungo series, 2010, (fig. 22.1 and 22.2). Firstly, the landscape included as a
background for the composition, helps in an illusionary play of scale between the art
objects and the context. Close up 'shots' of the tiny coloured frames appear as large
grid-like sculptures as they cross the horizon line, and provide multiple views of the
desert. Secondly, without any landscape and cultural reference points, the art image
becomes a visual display of formal abstraction. The image can be read as being
decontextualized, but for myself it is all about the context from which it originates.
Intimacy with the landscape is my focus, and on this particular occasion my physical
closeness to the ground is important. The ground’s colours and textural properties
become part of the art composition, as the frame’s angled lines of vibrant colours and
dark shadows follow the textured surface of the ground. Thus, I experience enjoyable
aesthetic connections with this colonised landscape.
Familiarity with the particular environment is crucial to a successful art session. For
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example, to know where the early morning sunlight makes direct contact with the
installation site. This ensures accurate positioning of the art pieces for their full
illumination by the sun. Collaboration between the artist and nature is highlighted by
Hubert Besacier in terms of the practice of Bavarian photographic artist Nils-Udo.
“The installation is often set up in anticipation of some natural event which will reveal
the work's full potential, ... such as the development of a play of light and the changes
in intensity, colour, and tone it produces. 52 Nature, art and the artist are in an intimate
exchange at these times.
On some other occasions my art experience is the opposite, being one of alienation
from nature. This is particularly the case when the coloured frames are placed above
the ground, such as when they are balanced on top of an old fence post, as in the works
derived from the old holding yard site and the Zanci homestead site, Red Frame on old
fence post Mungo, 2010, (fig. 23). In the elevated position, with the landscape viewed
in the confined frame, an evocative hint of traditional landscape painting is perceived,
with the accompanying Western values related to nature - that of ownership and
control. Separation from nature is thus signified, or as Stephen Bourassa aptly
describes it, “man withdrew from the picture and turned to look at it.” 53 Dislocation
from nature is again reinforced as I stand on a viewing platform looking out at Mungo
country. There are feelings of awe and wonder at its sparse beauty, but at the same
time there is a sense of being at a distance from it. Freedom in experiencing beauty in
nature without artistic intervention does not instil in me a sense of connectedness.
Whereas, the use of aesthetic constraint to construct 'beautiful encounters' with the
environment results in a sense of union. I realise these two distinct experiences of
beauty have parallels to the debate as to whether the aesthetic judgement of beauty in
nature and beauty in art are the same. Christopher Janaway advocates two different
experiences of beauty, supporting the Kantian notion:
Beauty of art must always be … judged in the light of the intention under which it was
produced … On the other hand, 'To enable me to estimate a beauty of nature, as such, I do not
need to be previously possessed of a concept of what sort of a thing the object is intended to
be …’ 54

As I prepare to leave Lake Mungo I take time to reflect on my experiences here,
52
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ranging from an inability to relate, to a point where I connect freely. To discover this
newfound connection with Mungo, I have engaged with its contrasting terrain and
weather, dissolved my postcolonial tensions and found enjoyment in aesthetic
expression in creative ways. However, my journey will not be complete until I make
similar connections with my colonial origins; my childhood landscape in New
Zealand. I return there to explore whatever realisations might be found in the small,
green island, in contrast to the vast landscapes of Australia.

New Zealand field trip: Reconnecting to my Western origins
December 2010
I wander the winding, narrow country roads in the foothills of the Kaimai Range; a
significant presence in my childhood landscape. Now, standing within the shadow of
this rugged range, an intense sense of physical confinement is experienced, reinforced
by the well built fences which traverse the terrain. This land speaks to me of my New
Zealand colonial history. At the same time I find a link with Australia, in particular
with Mungo's soldier settlement past. In 1907, here on the Kaimai and on the plains
below at Taihoa, my grandfather was allocated land in a government ballot. This led to
the challenging work of clearing the hills of tea tree scrub and building fences, as
described in grandfather Allison’s diary entries, (fig. 24). The desire to provide for his
family eventuated in the development of the Allison Farm, of which my mother has
fond memories. Recollections of these times are expressed in this verse by her son–in–
law John:
'Eileen's Story'
Of the seasons, the summers, the winters,
On the Kaimai and Taihoa below.
And which whisper still to me Their story... but
...only if you'd like to know. 55

Portrayal of Western settlement farming attitudes to nature; a tamed land, productivity
and ownership, are captured within the coloured frame positioned on top of a fence
post, as represented in the photograph of Red frame on fence post Kaimai, 2010,
(fig. 25). More clearly perceived from this artistic encounter, is the realisation that my
relationship to this place is one of cultural connection, rather than an affinity with the
natural environment. Consequently, I have difficulty embracing the beautiful pastoral
55
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scenery which veils past histories of cultural disturbance; an uneasiness conveyed by
Australian poet Judith Wright:
'To my brothers'
… men and women
who took over as if by right a century and a half
in an ancient difficult bush. And after all
the previous owners put up little fight,
56
did not believe in ownership …

In search of release from the fenced farmland, I discover Mokau, a beach on the west
coast. Here, freedom is expressed in creative ways on cobalt blue - black sand, on a
grey and misty day. The vibrant coloured shapes, illustrated in the Frames on Mokau
Beach, 2010, (fig. 26.1 and 26.2), seem to float and sing in this illusory space. Magical
moments of contact are experienced, here in the 'land of the long white cloud'.

Back Inside the Traditional Art Frame: A reinterpretation
In considering my Masters art exhibition at the Post Office Gallery, Ballarat, I wonder
how the perceptions gleaned from my outside experiences can be best shared with the
general public. The project’s formalist, geometrical art style, once used in contrast to
the natural environment, is now aligned with the gallery architecture of sharp edges,
smooth walls, and window and door frames, and its own heritage overlay. The idea of
building an interior 'landscape', which evokes the Mungo and New Zealand
experiences, comes to mind. Multiples of small sized, minimalist box-like
constructions will support displays of small photographic images, the result of my
‘aesthetic moments’, and coloured blocks once used as outside installations. Intimate
viewpoints are offered by the constructions, in contrast to the large, framed digital
photographs to be exhibited on the gallery walls.
Computer techniques in photoshop editing are essential to achieving the best quality
enlarged digital prints. Also, professional advice is sought before the 130 cm. x 98 cm.
Type C photographs are printed. They become framed pictures, in a symbolic return
back inside the traditional art frame. My learned skill in frame building come in handy
in making the timber scaffolds for the boxes of various sizes, which range from 15 cm.
x 10 cm. x 10 cm., to 20 cm. x 14 cm. x 14 cm. Mount board off-cuts are useful for the
sides of the structures, which are either painted with an array of colours or coated with
layers of Mungo sand. The different qualities of sand represent the roads travelled
56
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during the artistic inquiry. Coloured boxes displaying the small photographs will be
placed on timber railings attached to the gallery walls. The railings find connection
with the fence, a strong structural and conceptual component throughout the research.
These art installations demonstrate the integral relationship of the external art
experience with the internal art experience within the gallery, as seen in the Interior
sites, 2012, (fig. 27.1 and 27.2). Adding to the ambience is a sound scape of my
mother's voice in quiet reflection of childhood memories of growing up on the family
farm. Grandfather's diary entries as digital photographs are to be displayed within a
stack of small boxes, highlighting colonial times in New Zealand. Nature, context,
culture and art are finally to be brought together inside the traditional art gallery /
frame.
In summary, the dynamic interplay between constraint and freedom in my art making
was explored through the use of the structural and conceptual frame. In the process, I
found enjoyable connections with Lake Mungo in Australia, and the Kaimai Ranges
and Mokau Beach in New Zealand, as places of past colonialism. Initial studio work
comprised the making of numerous, brightly coloured toylike blocks and frames. With
these art objects and camera in hand, the field trips to Lake Mungo were undertaken.
On the first trip wet weather limited my art making options. Recognising obstacles as
potential for innovative art making, stimulated new ways of responding to this
landscape, and connection was found. On the second trip good weather conditions
provided plenty of scope for artistic expression. However, a realisation emerged that a
restriction of choices was necessary to ensure focused art sessions. The introduction of
small - scale picture frames positioned on top of selected fence posts added layered
conceptual perspectives. The land, when viewed through the frame, evoked a sense of
traditional landscape painting and with this came a feeling of separation from nature.
This sense of being at a distance was also apparent in my free experiencing of beauty
in nature without any artistic intervention. Meaningful connection only occurred when
I conjured up 'beautiful encounters' with nature and art within the camera frame. An
intimacy was found with Mungo, but the journey was not complete until the place of
my colonial origins, New Zealand, was revisited. Here cultural contact, rather than an
affinity with nature, was realised. Only in breaking away from the fenced countryside
and the finding of Mokau Beach was aesthetic pleasure found.
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Returning to the traditional art gallery and art frame brings the work on framing full
circle. The architectural space provides a place for sharing perceptions gleaned via the
environmental art experience. Through a reinterpretative art process the frames of
context, culture and art are brought together in the exhibition, pleasure framed.
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Figure 13. Wendy Bolger, Along the Arumpa Road to Lake Mungo, 2010.
Digital photograph.

Figure 14. Wendy Bolger, Viewing Platform, Lake Mungo, 2010.
Digital photograph.
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Figure 15. Wendy Bolger, Lunette, Lake Mungo, 2010.
Digital photograph, 2010.

Figure 16. Badger Bates, stone sculpture at Lake Mungo, 2011.
Digital photograph by Wendy Bolger, September 2011.
Permission to use the photograph for this thesis was given by Badger Bates.
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Figure 17. Wendy Bolger, Blocks on fence railing Mungo 1, 2010.
Digital photograph, 10 x 15 cm.

Figure 18. Wendy Bolger, Blocks in Mungo woolshed at sunset 1, 2010.
Digital photograph, 10 x 15 cm.
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Figure 19. Wendy Bolger, Blocks on road to lunette at sunset, Mungo 1, 2010.
Type C photograph, 130 x 98 cm.
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Figure 20.1. Wendy Bolger, Blocks on lunette 1, Mungo, 2010.
Digital photograph, 10 x 15 cm.

Figure 20.2. Wendy Bolger, Blocks on lunette 2, Mungo, 2010.
Digital photograph, 10 x 15 cm.
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Figure 21.1. Wendy Bolger, Block constructions 1, stock yards site, Mungo, 2010.
Digital photograph, 10 x 15 cm.

Figure 21.2. Wendy Bolger, Block construction 2, Zanci site, Mungo, 2010.
Digital photograph, 10 x 15 cm.
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Figure 22.1. Wendy Bolger, Lunette framed 1, Mungo, 2010.
Type C photograph, 130 x 98 cm.

Figure 22.2. Wendy Bolger, Lunette framed 2, Mungo, 2010.
Digital photograph, 10 x 15 cm.
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Figure 23. Wendy Bolger, Red frame on post, Zanci site 1, Mungo, 2010,
Type C photograph, 77.5 x 60 cm.
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Figure 24. Barry Allison, Grandfather Allison’s diary 1908
Digital photograph 2011.
Courtesy of the Allison family.
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Figure 25. Wendy Bolger, Red frame on post, Kaimai 1, New Zealand, 2010
Type C photograph, 77.5 x 60 cm.
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Figure 26.1. Wendy Bolger, Frames on Mokau Beach 1, New Zealand, 2010.
Type C photograph, 130 x 98 cm.
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Figure 26.2. Wendy Bolger, Frames on Mokau Beach 2, New Zealand, 2010.
Type C photograph, 130 x 98cm.
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Figure 27.1 Wendy Bolger, Interior site Mokau Beach, 2012.
Digital photographs, timber, cardboard, acrylic.
3 works each 10 x 10 x 15 cm. on timber railing.
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Figure 27.2 Wendy Bolger, Interior site 1, 2011.
Timber, cardboard, acrylic, Mungo sand.
Construction 15 x 15 x 22.5 cm.
on base 10 x 10 x 15 cm.
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Chapter Four
Pleasure Framed:
Reconciliation of nature, culture and art
As I stand on the clay pan at Lake Mungo, with the old fence post at my shoulder – the
place where this personal creative journey began, I take time to reflect on the
discoveries made along the way. The old fence post, which has accompanied me, now
seems a humble relic without power. It once symbolised the notion of disconnection
from the land and Indigenous cultures, and was linked with the Western art frame,
which reinforced this idea of separation through the aesthetic sensibilities of colonial
landscape painting. Later, the Eurocentric art paradigm was challenged by artists, and
parallels can be made between the art movement's desire to break away from the
restrictive art frame, with that of the 'coming down of fences' at Lake Mungo in the
same period. This is recognised as indicative of people’s need for freedom to engage
with such societal concerns as the ramifications of colonisation.
The dissolution of boundaries in art were linked to contemporary conciliatory aesthetic
philosophies, such as Pragmatic Aesthetics, which allows for multi-disciplinary art
practices. This broader aesthetic stance appreciates that beauty and the aesthetic
experience can be utilised in innovative ways in response to everyday issues. Although
I have an affinity with the conciliatory aesthetic approach, at the same time, my art
practice apparently contradicts it. My art making strategy was in the employment of
the frame, as both an art structure and a Western conceptual link, to engage with the
potential of constraint as a way to find aesthetic freedom and positive connection with
places of past colonialism. The frame, once identified with notions of separation, is
now a pragmatic aesthetic device to find freedom, connection and resolution. Thus the
contradiction is more apparent than real.
The framing method enabled a focused investigation which defined particular
contextual and creative work places / spaces, for a closer exploration of the notion of
constraint. This strategy created a sense of involvement of 'frames within frames', in
an interdependent relationship. An intimacy was experienced with the environments
represented within the 'contextual frames'. Their greatly contrasting landscapes, from
the remote, vast desert vista of Lake Mungo, to the steep, pastoral Kaimai Range, and
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the black sands of Mokau Beach in New Zealand, all had colonial histories in
common, with the presence of the fence (tumbled-down or well built) a reminder.
These locations presented their particular difficulties, be it rough terrain, challenging
weather conditions or Aboriginal site restrictions, which impinged on activities within
the 'creative space' of the camera's view finder / frame. Involvement in this more
confined space, accentuated the notion of constantly working 'at the edges', and of
nudging up against resistance, both physical and conceptual, where new possibilities
and insights were gleaned.
Within this creative work space, my role was one of both observer and participator, in
tune to the task at hand, and at the same time challenged by the limitations of the site
specific art installations and the photographic process. Quick decision making in
problem solving was the norm, which often meant rearranging the art objects in
relation to the sunlight, or of adjusting the camera lens and viewing angle. At these
times, I was aware of multiple viewpoints, again both physical and conceptual. Focus
and concentration were demanded in bringing together all the physical and emotional
complexities of constraint, associated with nature, context, culture and art, within this
limited space as an 'aesthetic event'. The outcome of the creative session was gauged
by the quality of the aesthetic experience; success being one of pleasurable release
related to a sense of connectedness to a specific place in nature at a specific time.
The most significant realisation in the project's investigation was that of constraint as
an essential component in the art making process. This is especially so in relation to
the impact of constraint on the final result. Here the frames of context, culture and art
merge into one 'framed' integrated moment, recorded as a photographic image, later to
be shared in the traditional art gallery /frame, as pleasure framed. By opening up to
the potential of constraint and its central role in the creative process, this enables
freedom in enjoyable encounters with places of past colonialism, and offers a more
sensitive contact with the natural environment at this time of ecological concern.
My freedom thus consists in my moving about within the narrow frame that I have assigned
myself, … as my freedom will be so much the greater and more meaningful, the more
narrowly I limit my field of action … 57
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